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CHA.PTEit I 
INTRODUCTION 
1. The Problem 
Statement of the problem.-• The purpose at this study 
is to *&k& a foll~·up survey of Topsfield High School 
graduates to determine to what extent the school aet the 
needs ot its graduates and also to determine the changes 
Which should be made to improve the present curricula and 
the incidental guidance services now offered. 
Analzsis or the problem.~ Data were collected and 
tabulated to provide answers to the following questions: 
1. Was the currieulUD. followed b~ the graduates best 
suited to their needs after graduation? 
2. Which or the subjects taken by the graduates 1n 
high school were ot greatest value after gradua-
tionf 
~. Which subjects did the graduates wish tbey bad 
taken while in high schoQl? 
4. What subjects Ddght the graduates have taken it' 
the curriculum follewed had allewed more ot a 
choice? 
5. What types or schools were attended by the grad-
uates after high sohoolf 
I 
'I 
.I 
6. Who was the most influential 1n the graduates • 
decision to continue their education be7ond high 
schoolf 
7. In what occupational fields are the majority o~ 
graduates1 
s. How did the graduates secure their jebs? 
9. Do the incidental guidance activities offered b7 
the school adequately meet the needs of the 
studentsf 
10. In wb1eh ot the guidance areas did the graduates 
feel the7 could have received assistance? 
11. D• the graduates feel that a guidance person, 
part-time or full-time, would be ot benerit to the 
present students at Topsfield High School! 
12. Do the graduates feel that an organized guidance 
program shoula be offered. to the present students 'i 
lt3. Wbat areas of guicilance do the graduates :reel would 
benefit the present atudentaf 
14. In what specific guidance areas could a guidance 
person have been or assistance to the graduates? 
15. Wbat suggestions and opinions made b)" the graduates
1 
could assist the school 1n providing a more 
effective program of studies for its present 
atudentsf 
Juati:f1ea.t1on of the problem.-- Topsfield High Scllool 
has never taken the opportunit-y to see itself in the e,-es 
' 
2 
of its graduatea; therefore, it was fe~t that a follow-up 
stud,., which included all gr~~ates over a period. of years, 
would prove a valuable means of evaluating the program ~ 
studies now offered and, it is. hoped, would f~ a basia 
tor the activating of an organized guidance prop-am. 
•" ' !I 
In their book, Erieksoo",.artd Smith explain that: 
"The follow-Eiu. y well be utilized as the focal 
point in the devel · ent ot a gu.1clance program, since 
the stud,. ot the oblema and experiences or former 
pupils will provide pe~~inent data relative to the 
number of pupils entering an~ pursuing higher 
education, the occupational distribution of those who 
have entered employment, the number employed, the 
approximate begurning sa~aries ot workers, tb8 type 
of training pursued, the type and amount of supple• 
.entary training needed to ho~d or progress 1n the 
present position or training needed to secure a job. 
The information thus secured ia both objective and 
tactual--as such its ·implication tor guidance acti-
vities and the curr!culu. are practical -and erreetive. 
Follow-up studies of achool-leavera may also become 
valuable as instruments ot research, extensions of tbe 
individual inventory, aids in determining guidance 
a~rvices to be offered aohool-~eavers, and as "guide• 
posts" in school policy-making."~ 
The merits and justiricat1ona tar carrying on a tollow-
1 
up study to provide information tor curricula revision and 
as a basis tor activating a guidance program are further 
. y 
stated b,. Hamr!n as follows: 
yErickson, Clifford E., and Smith., Glenn E., Or~1zation 
and Adm1n~strat~on of Gu~dance Services, McGraw-~~ Book 
Company, Inc., New York, 194,. 
y'Ib1d., Page 122. 
YHamr1n, Shirle-y .l., Initiating and Administering Ouidance11 Services, McKnight and McKnight Publishing Company, 
Bloom1l'lgton, 1953. 1 
I 
"A superintendent of schools has said that there 
are five distinct values in a follow-up study. (1) It 
is a powerful motivator. It gives the individual a 
teel1ng or st1ll belonging and or being worthwhile. 
~2) The results can be ot great value to the school 1n 
evaluating its program. It may show weakness and 
strength in the school. It may suggest changes 1n 
curriculum and guidance, or may show the wisdom of 
present policies. (~) Scaool interest 1n former 
students helps gain the confidence or future employers. 
(4:} The program gives the community a feeling of 
confidence in the school, the administration, faculty, 
student body, and graduates. (5) It is of worth to 
those still in school, especially if they take part 
1n it.•y 
In recent years the languages, the advanced math-
ematics courses, and the advanced sciences have been 
offered alternate ,-ears. Through the returns of this sur-
vey, definite ideas on the wisdom or this policy aho~d be 
:f' orthcoming. 
Of general importance to any school, and not to be 
overlooked in this instance, is the fact that the study 
w111 show the administration and the faculty the strength 
and weakness o:f' the program of studies as it now stands. 
Schools can progress cmly tbrou.gh a continual evaluation 
of their offerings to the student. 
Scope of the studz..-- This study incl.udes a survey of 11 
the graduates or the classes of 1948, 1949, 1950, 1951, 
1952, and 1953 of Topsfiel4 H1gh Sohoo1~ Tops~ield, Massa• 
causetts. Questionnaires were mailed to eighty-one grad-
-, 
uates, and sixty-eight o£ these were returned. 
Tbe fact that much valuable information can be gained 
gop. c:Lt •• Page 204. 
trom drop-outs, as well as those who graduated, was not 
overlooked. However, since the study covers a time span of 
six years, and since this was the first follow-up stud~ at 
'!opsf'ield, it was decided that the only f'easi'ble plan was 
to limit this a tudy to gradua tee. 
2. The Community and the School 
The communiti situation.-- Topsfield is an old New 
England community, incorporated as a town in 1650. The town 
has many landmarks of' historic interest and traclitiona ot 
which the townspeople are justly proud. In 1950 the 300th 
anniversary of' Topsfield was held. This celebration was of 
mammoth proportions for a small town and pointe up the tact 
that the people of' Tops.f1eld are proud ot their town, both 
past and present. The town has several wealthy families; 
but, for the most part, its population consists o.f sub-
stantial middle-class people. 
Topsfield has a population ot approximately 1,600 
residents, and it is located about twenty•f'ive miles north 
ot Boston on the Newburyport Turnpike. .&t one time Tops-
field bad many industries, the main one being shoe manutac-
tur1ng. The town could now be ea~led a res14entia1 
community, with the large majority of its population 
commuting to their places of work in surrrunding areas, aucll 
as Danvers, Lynn, Peabody, Beverly, and Boston. Topsfield. 
still has a few industries, such as Champion CA&Lk Company 
5 
') 
. : 
school population and the resultant over-crowding of the 
existing school facilities. 
The present school, which houses grade tive through 
high school, was built 1n 1933. A six-room annex attached. 
II 
to the main building, which houses the kindergarten through 
grade four, was built in 1951. A multi-purpose room and a 
school cafeteria used by the entire school system was also 
built at the same time. The townspeople felt that the 
building ot this annex would adequately till the needs ot the 
school tor some years to come. This has not been the case, 
and the present problem or overcrowding is almost as acute 
as it was betore the elementary school annex was bu11t. 
Because the annex has not alleviated the crowded conditions, 
the building or an additional tour rooms, to be attached to 
the annex, is being contemplated tor the near future. 
A School Planning Committee has been appointed to study 
6 
the tuture needs of the school. Tbe hope is that this 
Committee will produce a plan that will meet with the 
approval of the town and, at the same time, take care ot · 
the school's needs for many years to come. 
The school situation.-- The Topsfield school system 
functions under a six-aix pattern in education; that is to 
·say, the elementary grades include the first six years, 
while the high school consists of grades seven through 
twelve. Grades seven and eight are commonly referred to as 
junior high; but they are on the same schedule as the high 
school, and the members of the high school faculty teach 1n 
all six grades. 
Topsfield believes 1n the traditional or conservative 
type of education for ita students. The . program of studies 
is devoted, for the most part, to preparing students for 
college or some type ot school after high school. Three 
curricula have been and are at present offered to the 
students: college, commercial, and seneral. 
r 
' 7 
The college curriculum, as the name implies, is for 
those students who plan for higher education after high 
school. A choice of languages or science-mathematics 
courses is o~~ered, depending largely upon the type o~ 
institution of higher learning which the student is plannin& 
to attend. 
The co~reial curriculum is a preparatory course 
designed for those students who intend to follow their high 
school education with a business education. The students 
I[ 
I 
who attain A and B grades in their classes are equipped to 
go directly into the business field if tbey so desire. 
The general curriculum is offered for those students 
whose aptitudes and abilities are not in the field of 
advanced mathematics or languages. It is also tor those 
students who do not plan on attending college after grad-
uation. A major is offered in Industria~ Arts tor boys and. 
Home Economics tor gir~s. T.be course bas often been chosen 
by those students who do not know what they want. 
Within the last five years~ the program ot studies has 
been revised; this revision has consisted chiefly in the 
addition of courses found to be needed for college entrance. 
Further and more complete revision of the program of studies 
is contemplated for the future. 
T.he high school faculty consists of eleven members: 
one principal-teacher; one home economics teacher; one 
physical education teacher; one language teacher; one 
English teacher; one industrial arts teacher; one 
mathematics-science teacher; one commercial teacher; one 
junior high teacher; one part-time music supervisor; and 
one part-time art supervisor. Most of the faculty teach 1n 
their major .tie~c!; but~ as is common in many smal.J. school.s• 
they are expected to~ and do, teach subjects outside their 
major or minor .field. 
Guidance activities within the school are incidental. 
that is to say, an organized guidance program bas not been 
a 
[ 
I 
,, 
I 
established. Any good teacher does a certain amount o~ 
guidance, but the teacher-load and the time-consuming paper 
and clerical work expected of' the teachers at . Topsfield 
preclude any teacher's doing systematic guihnce. This is 
not meant as criticism of the high school faculty but is 
stated to show that the writer is aware of' the guidance 
activities, although incidental, that have been carr1et on 
by the individual high school teachers in their own time. 
The testing program at Topsfield High School has, tor 
the most part, been done by an outside agency. Early in 
their junior year the students are given a battery of' 
aptitude tests prepared and administered by Bostcm Univer-
sity. Early in tbe tall of the senior year, the Maasa-
chueetts Employment Ba. ttery of' Tests is adm1nistere4. to all 
1 seniors. 
II 
I 
l 
I 
'I 
I 
At the present t~e the size of' the school .and the 
schedule now 1n operation have not allowed tor grouping, on 
any basis, 1n grades eight through twelve. An attempt waa 
made in 1953 1n grade seven to group the studen.ts according 
to ability. This was done because of' the large number in 
that grade, but the grouping was not entirely satisfactory. 
3. The organization ot Chapters 
In Chapter I an atte.mpt was made to set f'orth the 
purpose of' the study, to analyze the problem, to juatity it 
and to indicate its scope, . and, f'inally, to give .a back-
ground study of' the comm.unity and school in which the survey 
9 
,. 
I 
I 
was conducted. 
Chapter II contains a discussion of preliminary 
preparation concerning related literature read bef.ore any 
work was done on the survey. The writer also describes the 
method of proceflure undertaken 1n conducting this study. 
Chapter III reports the analysis and interpretation 
of the data received from the graduates. 
In Chapter IV a summary or the findings and conclusions 
are presented. RecoDBDendations . are given based on the 
results of the survey. 
10 
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CHAPTER II 
PROCEDURE 
Prel1m1narz prepara.tion.-- Tbe purpose ot this study, 
as stated in Chapter r_ was to determine to wbat extent 
Topsfield High School met the needs of its graduates and to :' 
determine the changes which should be mane to improve the 
curricula and the incidental guidance activities now 
otrered. 
ln preparation tor the follow-up study of' graduates or 
Topsfield High School, the writer first made a study or the I 
reLated ~1terature on the technique o£ the follow~p as a 
basis tor obtaining valuable aids in developing procedures 
and techniques that cou.ld. be used to advantage 1n con-
ducting this survey. 
Sec on nary schools have a de:fini te obligation toward 
their students to examine continuously their ot'terings tor 
the purpose ot initiating necessary changes. The needs of 
youth today are many. Changing world conditions have 
emphasized these needs. If' the school is to meet them, 
constant appraisal of the educational system must go on • 
. The follow-up is an evalUative device • There il!l 
probably no better way to evaluate the total contribution 
or •the school than through a continuous fo~low-up program. I 
A cant~nuous system of folloW-up procedures wil1 provide 
t -11-
II 
I 
the school with the information necessary for curricula 
revision 1n the light of changing needs. It is recommended 11 
that studies of this kind be made every .five years. 
I 
In order to gain f'u.ll value from any .follow-up survey, 
1 
~e school administration mu.s.t be willing to use the 
results or 1:;ihe study and accept some o.f the suggestions 
made by th"'· ·graduates where possib~e; otherwise, the survey 
will be or no value and will be a complete waste of time 
and effort. 
I 
The tachniguJ!,: employed.-- For the purpose o.f this 
surve7 six classes graduating from Topstiel4 High School 
were selected. More than orte group was necessary since the ! 
c~asses graduatlngfrom Topsfield are small; and tor 
reliable results,. the writer believed that six classes 
would provide a better cross-section of recent graduates. 
The classes selected were those graduating in 19•8, 19~9, 
1950, 1951, 1952, and 1953. Ta.ble 1 shows an analysis o:r 
the ~ailp selected tor this study~ 
Table 1. lfwlt))e-r of Gradua tea from 1948 Through 195~ 
Arranged by Classes ' 
Numoer Year Total. 
~ ~48 1.~49 ~900 ~90~ ~9:>2 ].90~ 
(~J (2J l~l (4) (5) .l6l_ 17 J (8) 
Graduates ••• 12 15 9 11 17 1'1 81 
A first•drart inquiry-form. calculated to deal with 
12 
the particular situation at Topsfield, was drawn up. The 
tact that no such survey bad been conducted in the high 
school prompted the writer to take into consideration the 
several questions listed in Chapter l. 
The first-dra.tt inquiry form was submitted to the 
principal who made corrections and additions. 
The names of the six graduating classes included in 
this study were secured from the school files in the 
principal's office. The present addresses of the grad-
uates were secured through the use of the telephone and by 
means ot personal interview with parents, relatives, and 
friends. 
The final revision of the questionnaire was submitted 
to the school principal for critical evaluation. It was 
then duplicated by the commercial department. 
During the week of March 16- 1954, the inquiry form 
was mailed to all members of the six classes chosen. 
Included 1n the same envelope with the questionnaire were 
a letter of explanation and a stamped, self-addressed 
envelope. y 
T.he accompanying letter of explanation explained the 
purpose of the study and the hope for an 1mm.edia te rep1y • 
Two weeks following the mailing of the inquiry form, a y 
second letter was sent as a remincil.er. A tabulation ot 
!/See AppendiX B 
~See Appendix C 
13 
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these returns follows in Table 2. 
Table 2. Number of Returns Arranged by Classes 
TOTAL 
Returns Year Num- Per 
1948 1949 1950 19511 195~ 1953 ber cent (l} (2} (3J_ {4} {5) i (6) JYl .lB.-1 (9} 
Sent ••••• 12 15 9 11 I 17 17 81 100 t I 
Received. 8 11 I a 10 I 15 16 68 84 
From an analysis of this table, it may be said that 
the graduates seeme4 interested in the study undertaken 
and were willing, for the most part, to answer the inquiry 
forms and return them promptly. The returns revealed 
significant information that will be presented in Chapter 
In. The writer will attempt to evaluate ths data 
presented in the light of the purpose ot the problem 
stated. 
14: 
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CHAPTER I I :t 
ANALYSIS OF '!'HE DA.TA , 
1. General Information 
Importance of the data.-- The information contained 
in this chapter will, for the most part, be concerned with '1 
high-school graduates' opinions. The writer will refrain 
from making any active criticism save that which gives an 
explanation or an analysis of the various types of 
information included 1n the findings. 
The tables in this chapter will follow closely the 
f'orm of the survey which was mailed to the graduates. The 
tables have generally been constructed to show numbers of' 
tabulations and, in some cases, percentages. 
The tabulation results, as revealed by the graduates, 
are contained in three sections. The first section will 
deal nth ea.ucat1onal information, the second section with 
vocational information, and the third section with 
guidance data. 
2. Educational Information 
Importance.-· The curricula offered by a school has a 
two-fol.d purpose: they must be of interest to the pupil, 
and they must be of use to him. 
The purpose of this section is to show the graduates' 
-15-
analysis of the curricula and also to give the graduates' 
attitude toward subjects in the curricula. 
Taole 3 indicates the number of pupils enrolled in 
the curricula each year at Topsfield High School. Though 
several changed their courses during their high school 
career~ the statistics of the table show that the majority 
for the six years included in this study were enrolled in 
the commercial and general curricula. These facts might 
lead the reader to believe that the trena at Topsfield 
High School is to seek a high school career which will 
train the individual pupil for work situations rather than 1 
for higher education. Such a supposition is not substan• 
tiated by evidence which will be presented later in this 
study. 
Tab~e 3. CUrricula Completed in High School by 
Graduates Included 1n This Study 
Curricula 
Completed 
College •••• 
Commercial. 
General •••• 
Tota~ •••••• 
6 
1 
1 
a 
4 4 
1 1 
6 3 
11 8 
1 5 7 
2 5 5 
7 5 4 
10 15 16 
27 
15 
26 
68 
The fact that. sixty per cent~ or forty-one out of 
sixty-eight~ or the students chose non-college eurricu~a 
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dving the years include& in this study would seem to 
indicate that from the graduates' viewpoint a col1ege 
career is out of the reach of. or not wanted by. tbe 
majority of Topsfield's youth. Table 24 indicates that 
the large majority of graduates attended some school after 
high school. A. possible explanation for this seeming 
contradiction is that until recently students who chose a 
science-mathematics major instead of a language major were 
considered in the general curriculum. Another possible 
explanation is that the incidental guidance offered at 
Topsfield High School was not adequate to meet the needs 
of the pupils. 
Table 4 seems to bear out the supposition that the 
incidental guidance offered by the school is not adequate. 
Table 4. Advice Used by Graduates in Making a Choice 
of High School Curriculum 
No 
Advice 
Used 
one •••••• 
Parents ••••• 
Teacher ••••• 
Friends out 
o:r school •• 
Principal ••• 
Friends 1n 
school ••••• 
Total ••••••• 
3 
4 
3 
1 
1 
12 
'7 4 '7 9 16 
5 4 2 5 8 
l 
-
2 3 3 
- -
1 2 2 
2 
13 8 12 19 31 
46 
28 
9 
8 
3 
1 
95 
1'7 
The graduates answering tbe question from which tbese 
data were taken, in most cases, cheeked more than one item. 
An analysis of Table 4 indicates that the majority of the 
graduates used no one's advice or used their parents' 
advice. Judging from the data as presented in this table, 
it would seem that the personnel best equipped to give 
advice concerning a choice of a high school curriculum 
played only a minor role. 
Graduates' evaluation of curricula.-- Each graduate 
included in this study was asked his opinion of the 
specific curriculum whi.ch he pursued during his high 
school career. Responses set forth in Table 5 show that 
eigb:ty-.five per cent, or fifty-eight out of sixty-eight_ 
found the curriculum followed at least of some value. 
Table 5. Graduates' Opinions Concerning Courses of Value 
Which They Completed 
Courses Total 
of Value 
College ••••• 5 4 4 l 5 6 25 
Commercial.. - 1 1 2 5 5 14 
Genera1 ••••• ~--~--5~~~3~-+~4~-r~4~~-=3--~~l~9~----
Total....... 5 l0 8 7 14 14 58 
An analysis of this table indicates that the majority 
of the graduates who responded to this question felt that 
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the courses they followed were or value. Many graduates 
made comments concerning areas of weakness in the 
curriculum they pursued but still felt that the curriculum 
as a whole was the one best suited to fit their needs. 
Table 6 indicates the number of graduates who found 
the curriculum they pursued of no value. 
Table 6. Graduates' Opinions Concerning Courses 
of No Value Which They Completed 
Courses of 
No Value 
College ••••• 
Commercial •• 
General ••••• 
Total ••••••• 
1 
l 
1 1 
3 1 
1 
-
-
3 1 1 
-
3 1 2 
2 
1 
7 
10 
Analysis, here, shows that fifteen per cent, or ten, 
of the graduates found the curriculum pursued of no value. 
Only one of those who selected the commercial curriculum 
was dissatisfied, and only two of those who chose the 
college curriculum were dissatisfied. TWenty•seven per 
cent, or seven, out of the twenty-six who chose the general 
course, were dissatisfied. with the curriculum they pursued. 
The :figures in this ta:ble seem to indicate that some 
changes are needed in the general course to meet the needs 
of those students who choose that particular curriculum. 
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.A nunit>er of the graduates contacted during the course 
of this study were evidently dissatisfied with the manner 
in which they were allowed to elect subjects. The size of 
Tops:field High School and the additional financial ot>liga-
t1on involved in hiring more teachers to alleviate this 
situation are conditions which have apparently forced the 
administration to keep the number of electives at a 
minimum. 
Table '7. Judgment of 46 Graduates Concerning Apparent 
Usefulness of Subjects They Did Not Take in 
High School 
Value of Graduates of 
Subjects 1:948 T949 1950 1951 ·19o2 1~53 Total 
Not Taken Fre- IFre- ~e- Fre- Wre- ~:re- Fre• 
quenc:v lquenc:v ~uene~ que n c"Ylquen c:v Q.uency queney 
(1) (2) (~) (4) {5) 1 {6) T?T (8) 
- I Shorthand ••••• 5 4 2 3 l ~ 1 1'7 
Typewriting •• 1 1 l 3 1 3 1 1 10 Chemistry ••• 1. l 1 I 2 l 5 
-
10 
Physics ••••••• 
-
! 3 
- I 3 2 2 10 Bookkeeping ••• 2 I l 2 I 
-
I 
2 2 9 
French •••••••• 
- l 1 - l 4 3 9 Plane Geometr~ 1 l - 2 1 2 '7 I Algebra II .•.• 
- l 1 - 1 I 2 2 6 Ia tin ••••••••• 1 ! 2 
- -
I 1 1 5 
Biology ••••••• 1 
-
l 
-
1 l 1 2 5 Algebra I ••.• _. 1 1 ! - - - 3 5 I 
·r 21 
I 
Total ••••••••• 13 18 '7 15 j 19 93 
I 
An analysis of the figures in this table indicates 
that thirty-six of the forty-six graduates reporting would 
have found courses in commercial subjects of aid. Most of 
'I 
II 
tW.s group may have been steered away :from commercial. 1: 
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because of the-ir enrollment in the other two curricula, a:s 
is indicated by Table 9 of this study. 
Twenty-seven per cent of the graduates wished they had 
taken the scientific' c:ourses, . nineteen per cent the mathe-
matic· courses, and fifteen per cent the language subjects. 
A further analysis of Table 7 might lead one to 
believe that more than incidental guidance is necessary if 
the high school is to serve the best interests of the pupils. 
Supporting the view that lack of organized guidance 
has been a weakness at Topsfield High School, Table 8 shows 
the judgment of fifty-two graduates as to subjects which 
would have been useful but which were not offered in the 
program of studies. 
T'.able 8. . Judgment of 52 Graduates c-oncerning Subjects 
Which Would Have Been Useful Had They B.een 
Offered 
Usefulness of Fre-
Subjects Not quency 
Offered 
{ 1) (21 
Trigonometry •••••• 19 
Spanish ••••••••••• 17 
Solid Geometry •••• 15 
Review Math....... 7 
Public Speaking... 6 
Business Mac~nes. 6 
Driving........... 4 
German•••••••••••• ! 4 
First Aid ••••••••• 1 3 Dramatics ••••••••• ! 2 
Sociology ••••••••• ! 2 
Algebra II •••••••• 1 2 
Accounting •••••••• ~ 2 
Psychology........ 2 
I 
I 
jl 
I 
II ~ I 
1! 
Usefulness of Fre-
Subjects Not quency 
Offered 
(1)_ 
l 
I Spelling ••••••••••• 
Vocabulary ••••••••• j 
Chorus ••••••••••••• i 
Latin III•••••••••• 
Latin TV ••••••••••• t 
Greek •••••••••••••• . 
Italian• ••••••••••• t 
Art Appreciation ••• 
Shop for Girls ••••• 1 
Ancient History •••• e 
Economics •••••••••• 1 
Business English ••• 
1 
(2) 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
.I 
Total •••••••••••• jl08 
21 
On Table 8, forty per cent of the graduates indicated 
that mathematics courses were the most often. needed. 
Nineteen per cent expressed a need for trigonometry. 
Trigonometry was offered for the first time at Topsfield in 
1/ 
the school year 1952-1953. Table D in the inquiry form-
sent to all graduates contained all subjects offered to the 
graduates over the six-year period covered by this survey. 
Review Math was dropped as a subject at Topsfield starting 
the 1949 school year and was replaced by Algebra II. Two 
graduates of 1948 felt that Algebra II would have been 
useful, while seven graduates from the other five classes 
expressed a need for Review Math. This would seem to 
indicate a need for both subjects being offered. 
Twenty-five per cent of the graduates expressed a need 
for other languages. Fifteen per cent, or seventeen 
graduates, felt that Spanish would have been useful if it 
had been offered. This interest in Spanish was indicated 
in. each class covered by the survey. 
Although only six per cent reporting on this question 
felt the need of more instruction in public-speaking, Table 
33 will indicate the obvious need of more instruction in 
oral work. 
Table 9, taken in conjunction with Table 7, will bear 
out the supposition that guidance has not been a major 
factor in aiding pupils in their choice of subjects. 
1/See Appendix D 
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several students indicated that they would have taken other ! 
courses except for the inflexibility of the particular 
curricu1um they followed. 
Table 9. Judgment of ~4 Graduates Concerning Subjects 
Which Would Have Been Elected Had There Been 
Greater Flexibility of Curricula 
Subjects Which Fre• Subjects Which Fre-
Would Have quenoy Would Have quency 
Been Elected Been Elected 
(1) {2 J (l) (2) 
Shorthand •••••••••• 11 World Historyl ••••• 1 
i'yping ••••••••••••• 9 General Math ••••••• 1 
Bookkeeping •••••••• 6 I Biology •••••••••••• 1 French ••••••••••••• 4 Algebra I •••••••••• 1 
ktin •••••••••••••• 3 Algebra II •••..•••• 1 
Chemistry •••••••••• 3 
Plane Geometry ••••• 2 Total •••••••••••• 43 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
Again, commercial subjects head the list, with sixty-
one per cent of the twenty-four graduates reporting giving 
these subjects as the most often needed after high school. 
Seventeen per cent would have elected French or Latin if 
allowed to; eleven per cent would have elected mathematics , 
courses. Graduates who reported an Tables 7 and 9 seem to 
be implying that subjects open to all are necessary if the 1 
school is going to provide useful experiences for a large 
segment of its school population. 
Graduates' evaluation of high school subjecta.--
Graduates were asked to evaluate the aubjects which they 
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had taken while at Topsfield High School. In analyzing 
Tab~es 10 through 23 which follow, one must take several 
factors into considerat ion. Some of those answering may 
not have remembered classroom procedure or subject content 
because of length of time since leaving school; some may 
• have had personal friendships with, or animosities toward, 
their teachers; and some of those answering may have had a 
dislike for certain courses. 
Tables 10 through 15 show subjects by classes that 
were considered of the most value to those graduates who 
answered the inquiry form. Ta.ble 16 is a summary of those 
subjects considered of most value to all graduates. 
Tab~e 10. Subjects of Most Value to Graduates of 1948 
Arranged in Qrder of Frequency 
Fre- ~'re-
Subjects of Value quency Subjects of Value qu.ency 
(1) (2) (ll (2) 
English •••••••••••••••• 7 Chemistry ••••••••••• 3 
Problems of Democracy •• 6 General Science ••••• 3 
United States History •• 5 Music ••••••••••••••• 3 
General Ma thema ties • ••• 5 Typewriting ••••••••• 3 
Review Mathematics ••••• 5 Home Economics •••••• 2 
Physics •••••••••••••••• 4 a tin . .............. 1 
World History •••••••••• 4 Art .. ...•........••• 1 
Biology •••••••••••.•••• 4: Plane Geometry •••••• 1 
F'I"ench ••••••••••••••••• 4 
Physical Education • •••• 4 Tota.l ••••.•••••••• t)~ 
Algebra I • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 
Eighty-one per cent, or fifty-five, of the sixty-eight 
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II 
II 
reporting, as can be noticed from an analysis or Tables 10 . 
through 15, and Table 16, believe English to be the subject 
or most value. This places a great responsibility on the 
school to make certain that the English courses are keeping 
pace with the best 1n English practices and techniques. 
Table 11. Subjects or Most Value to Graduates of 1949 
Arranged in Order of Frequency 
Fre- Fre-
Subjects of Value quenc~ l Subjects of Value que nay 
' 
(l} ( i:: ) 
' 
(l} (~J 
i 
English ••••••••••••••••• 7 Peneral Science ••••• 3 
.llgebre. I. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 6 Bookkeeping ••••••••• 3 
United States History ••• 5 bhemistry ••••••••••• 2 
Problell18 or Democracy ••• 5 ,orld History ••••••• 2 
Algebra II •••••••••••••• 5 ,"uaic ..• ..••..•..••. 2 
Plane Geometry •••••••••• 5 ~hysical Education •• ~ 
Typewriting ••••••••••••• 5 ome Economies •••••• 1 
General Mathematics ••••• 5 Shorthand ••••••••••• 1 
I,a. tin .... .............•• 4 fndus trial Arts ••••• 1 
French ••.••..••.••••.•• .• 3 
Physics ••••••••••••••••• 3 I Total ••••••••••••• 7~ Biology ••••••••••••••••• 3 
The eo~rcial subjects, taken collectively, aeem to 
be subjects that the graduates considered of value to 
them. Of these subjects, typewriting was considered of 
most value. 
The science courses, taken individually ar 
collectively, were of much value to the graduates. 
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I 
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.Table 12. Subjects of Most Value to Graduates: of' 1950 
Arranged in Order of Frequency· 
Fre- Fre-Subjects of Value quency Subjects of Value quency 
( 1) ( 2) ( 1) ( 21 
l 7 Music~ •••••••••••• 2 English •••••••• • • • • ~ • ·1 
Typewriting ••••••• • • • •l 6 French •••••••••••• 1 
Biology ••••••••••••••• 4 Latin ••••••••••••• 1 
G.:eneral Science ••••••• 4 Art ••••••••••••••• 1 
Physical Education •••• 4 World History ••••• 1 
Problems of Democracy. 3 Bookkeeping ••••••• 1 
General Mathematics ••• 3 Shorthand ••••••••• 1 
Home Economics •••••••• 3. United States 
Physics ••••••••••••••• 2 History ••••••••• 1 
Algebra I. • • • • • • • • • • • •. 2 
Plane Geometry •••••••• 2 Total ••••••••••• 49 
The Social Sciences are high on the list of subjects 
considered of most value by the graduates• Problems of 
Democracy,· ranks next to English in value. United States 
History also ranks in the upper. quarter of the subjects 
chosen• World History ranks relatively low on the list 
of valuable subjects, in comparison with the other social 
studies. This might signify a weakness that should be 
investigated. World History is an elective course fo~ 
the ninth grade. It is usually elected by those students 
who follow the general curriculum, or it is taken as a 
fill-in by those students who drop-out of other courses. 
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Table 13. Subjects of Most_Value to Graduates of 1951 
Arranged in Order of Frequency 
Fre- Fre-
Subjects of Value quenc.y Subjects of Value · quency 
(1} ( 2) ( 1) (2} 
I . 
English •••••••••••••• 9 Plane G.eometry •••• ·I 3 
Problems of Typewriting •••••••• 3 
Democracy •••••••••• 8 Physics •••••••••••• j 2 
United States World History •••••• 2 
History •••••••••••• 7 Industrial Arts •••• 2 
Algebra r · •••••••••••• 7 Music •••••••••••••• 2 
Algebra · II~ •••••••••• 6 French ••••••••••••• 1 
Bookkeeping •••••••••• 5 Shorthand •••••••••• 1 
General Scienc-e •••••• 4 Art •••••••••••••••• 1 
Physical Education ••• 4 
Chemistry •••••••••••• 3 Total •••••••••••• 79 
Biology •••••••••••••• 3 
Industrial Arts ranks low on the list of valuable 
subjects. This is surprising as Topsfield High School 
has a good shop program for a small public~' high school. 
The Industrial Arts course: is commonly referred to as 
Shop by the students and is so listed on the program of 
studiea. On t he inquiry _ form, -_sent to the graduates·, t he. 
term Industrial Arts was unfortunately used for Shop, 
thereby probably creating some misunderstanding in the 
minds of those answering this question. 
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Table. 14. Subjects of Most Value to Graduates of 1952 
Arranged in Order of Frequency 
Fre- Fre-
Subjects of Value quency Subjects of Value quency 
_( ll ( 2) _( 11 (21 
.• 
English ••••••••••••• 11 Biology •••••••••••• 4 
Typewriting ••••••••• 9 Algebra II ••••••••• 4 
Problems of French ••••••••••••• 3 
Democracy ••••••••• 8 I Latin •••••••••••••• 3 General Science ••••• 6 Chemistry •••••••••• 3 
General Mathematics. 6 I Algebra I •••••••••• 
I 
3 
United States Plane Geometry ••••• I 3 History ••••••••••• 5 I Home Economics ••••• 3 
B-ookkeeping ••••••••• 5 ! Music •••••••••••••• I 3 
Shorthand ••••••••••• 5 Industrial Arts •••• 1 
Physical Education •• 5 Art •••••••••••••••• 1 
Physics ••••••••••••• 4 
World History ••••••• 4 I Total •••••••••••• 99 
I 
Trigonometry was first offered in the school year 
1952-1953. At that time it was taken by five students 
and all five students rated it as a subject of most 
value. 
The languages ranked ·a little below the median in 
the list of valuable subjects~ The writer was not able 
to ascertain if the graduates rating these as the most 
valuable to them had gone into professions or vocations 
that required a use of these languages • . Some comments 
were made by the graduates that Latin had reinforced their 
knowledge of English grammar. 
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Tab~e 15. Subjects or Most Value to Graduates of 1953 
Arranged in order of Frequency 
Fre- Fre• 
Subjects of Value quency Subjects of Value quency 
(1) (2 J (lJ J~l 
.. 
-
English ••••••••••••••• 14 Industrial Arts •••••• 3 
Problems of Democracy. 12 Home Economics ••••••• 3 
General Mathematic a ••• 10 Musie •••••••••••••••• 3 
Chemistry ••••••••••••• 6 Physical Educ&Zion ••• 3 
United States History. 6 Bookkeeping •••••••••• 2 
Plane Geometry •••••••• 6 Shorthand •••••••••••• 2 
Typewriting ••••••••••• 6 .&.rt • ••••••••••••••••• 2 
Physiea ••••••••••••••• 5 I.a.tin ••••••• ••••••••• 1 
General Science ••••••• 5 World History •••••••• ~ 
Algebra II ••••••••..•• 5 Biology •••••••••••••• 1 
Trigonometry •••••••••• 5 
Algebra I • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 Total •••••••••••••• ~Ob 
Physical Education was contai ned in the upper half of 
the list of valuable subjects. The first five classes 
included 1n this survey were under a handicap in physical 
education. The available facilities were not in the school 
building and were also very inadequate. The equipment 
necessary for a worthwhile program was either meager or 
non-existent. This problem was partially solved by the 
building of a new multi-purpose room, available to the ~gh 
school for physical education classes and athletic events. 
The new gymnasium was ready for use at the beginning of the 
1952•1953 school year but was not fully equipped until the 
beginning of the 1953-1954 school year. It is expected 
that new facilities and better equipment will probably make 
this course of greater value to future students. 
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Table 16. Subjects of Most Value to All Graduates 
Included in This Study Arranged in 
Order of Frequency 
Subjects of IFre- Subjects of 
Value to All quency Value to .lll 
(~) _(~J- _(]._}_ 
English •••••••••••••• 55 I Bookkeeping ••••••••••• I 
Problems of Democrac-y 42 Music •••.•.•......•••• 
Typewriting •••••••••• 32 World History ••••••••• 
General Mathematics •• 30 French" •••••••••••••••• 
United States History 29 Home Economics •••••••• 
Algebra I • • • • • • • • • • • • 25 'Ia tin .............. ~ ..• 
General Science •••••• 25 Shorthand ••••••••••••• 
Phys !cal Education ••• ~~ Indus trial Arts ••••••• 
Algeora II •••.••••••• :GO .ll't • ...............••• 
Physics •••••••••••••• ~0 Trigonometry •••••••••• 
Biology •••••••••••••• 19 Review Mathematics •••• 
Chemistry •••••••••••• 17 
Plane Geometry ••••••• 17 Totial •• •.•.•....•••• 
Fre-
queney 
(~) 
16 
~5 
14 
l2 
l2 
10 
10 
7 
6 
5 
5 
455 
An analysis of Table 16 shows that the mathematics 
courses were of great value to all graduates. 
The Home and The Family, both subjects under Home 
Economics, have been added recently to the program of 
studies. It is expected that these elective subjects will 
be taken by more pupils in the future, thereby making 
Home Economies courses or more value to the students. 
Tables 17 to 22 indicate those subjects by classes 
considered of least value to the graduates who answered 
the inquiry form. Table 23 is a summary of those aubjecta 
considered of least value to all graduates. 
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Table 17 • . Subjects of Least .Value to Graduates of 
1948 Arranged in Order. of Frequency 
Subjects of Least Fre- Subjects of Least. Fre-
Value. quency Value qtiency 
( 1) ( 2) 11) -( 21-
Music ••••••••••••••••• 3 Algebra~ I ••••••••••• 1 
Latin ••••••••••••••••• 3 Home Economics •••••• 1 
Plane Geometry •••••••• 2 World History ••••••• 1 
Arl ••••••••••••••••••• 2 Problems of 
Typewriting ••••••••••• 1 Democracy ••••••••• 1 
Bookkeeping ••••••••••• 1 
Review Math ••••••••••• 1 Total ••••••••••••• 17 
An. analysis of the tables sho~that World History 
rates the highest in subjects considered of least value. 
Here is, obviously, a situation that should be investi-
gated. A possible explanation is that_in .many small 
schools most teachers are expected to teach some subjects 
outside their major or minor field; as a consequence, 
they cannot bring to the subjects the background o~ 
interest that is a necessary part of any subject. The 
Social Sciences, collectively, show signs of weakness. 
The above explanation could probably apply here also. 
From the comments made on the inquiry forms, it is 
felt that less memorization and more discussion would 
help to make the Social Studies of more value to the 
students. 
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Table 18. Subjects of Least Value to Graduates of 1949 
Arranged in Qrder or Frequency 
Subjects or Least Fre• Subjects co£" Least Fre• 
Value queno'Y'_ Value quency 
_il._l (2) {1) (2} 
.Algebra I .• • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 French ••••••••••••••• 1 
A1ge·ora II •••••••••••• 3 at1n ••••••.••••••••• 1 
Chemistry ••••••••••••• 2 !Physics •••••••••••••• 1 
World History ••••••••• 2 United States History 1 
Biology ••••••••••••••• 2 General Science •••••• 1 
Bookkeeping ••••••••••• 2 Plane Geometry ••••••• 1 
Home Economics •••••••• 2 Typewriting •••••••••• 1 
Music ••••••••••••••••• 2 Art •. .•.•............ 1 
Physical Education •••• 2 
Total ••••••••.••••• 29 
The £act that Physical Education ranks second as the 
course of least value to the graduates would ordinarily 
signify either teacher or aubject matter weakness. The 
fact that only one or the classes included in this study 
had an opportunity to uae the new facilities and some ot 
the new equipment might account for this. 
Table 19. Subjects or .Least Value to Graduates o£ 1950 
Arranged in Order of Frequency 
Subjects or Least ~e- Subjects or Least Fre• 
Value quency Value quency 
_(lJ (~) {1} Ji.::) 
United States History. 4 World History •••••••• 1 
Chemistry ••••••••••••• 3 Biology •••••••••••••• 1 
Problems of Democrae:r. 2 General Science •••••• 1 
French •••••••••••••••• 2 General Mathematics •• 1 
Algebra I. • • • • • • • • •. • • ~ Algebra II •••.•••••• • 1 
Is. tin •.. ...........•.• 1 Plane Geometry ••••••• 1 
Physica ••••••••••••••• 1 
I Total •••••••••••••• ~l 
I 
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• 
The commercial subjects seem to be high invalue, 
signifying that the commercial curriculum was worthwhile 
to a large group of the graduates. 
Table 20. Subjects of Least Value to Graduates of 1951 
Arranged in Order of Frequency 
Subjects of Least . Fre- \ Subjects of Least Fre-
Value quency l Value quency 
( 1) ( 2) (1) (2l 
Physi cal Education •••• 4 Latin~ •••••••••••••• 2 
Physics ••••••••••••••• 4 I French ••••••••••••• • 1 General Science ••••••• 4 United States I Plane Geometry •••••••• 4 History ••••••••••• 1 
World History ••••••••• 3 General Mathematics. 1 
Biology ••••••••••••••• 3 Algebra I ·. • • • • • • • • • • 1 
Industrial Arts ••••••• 3 Typewriting ••••••••• 1 
Music ••••••••••••••••• 3 Bookkeeping ••••••••• 1 
Chemistry .••••••••••••• 2 
Art••••••••••••••••••• 2 Total ••••••••••••• 40 
Tables 10 t hrough 23 list the elective and the 
requi red courses together. No attempt was made to 
compare the numoer of students who took the elective 
courses with the number of students who took the 
required courses. A percentage breakdo'\'rn of the required 
courses and the elective courses, as to their relat ive 
value, might be of interest. and worthwhile for the 
individual teacher. 
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Table 2~. Subjects o:f Least Value to Graduates of 1952 
Arranged in Order of Frequency 
SubJects or Least Fre• Subjects of Least Fre• 
Value quenc:v Value lquenc:v (l) (~) (l) _(2J 
Alget,ra I. • • • • • • • • • • • • 6 Physics •••••••••••••• 2 
World History ••••••••• 5 Problems of Democracy 2 
Plane Geometry •••••••• 5 General Mathematics •• 2 
Biology ••••••••••••••• 4 Typewriting •••••••••• 2 
Home Economics •••••••• 4 Latin •••••••...•••••• 1 
Physical Education •••• 4 Bookkeeping •••••••••• 1 
United States History. 3 Industrial Arts •••••• 1 
General Science ••••••• 3 Art •••••••••••••••••• 1 
Algebra II •••....•.•.. 3 English •••••••••••••• 1 
Mu.s ic . ................ 3 
French •••••••••••••••• 2 Total ••••••.•.••••. 55 
It is of interest to note that only two students 
considered English to be of least value to them. 
Table 22. Subjects of Least Value to Graduates of 1956 
Arranged in Order of Frequency 
Physical Education ••• 
World History •••••••• 
General Science •••••• 
Biology •••••••••••••• 
United States History 
Is. tin •• .............• 
:Fl'ench ••••••••••••••• 
Typewriting •••••••••• 
Art . •.•...•.......... 
Music •••••••••••••••• 
Algebra.I •••••••••••• 
7 
6 
6 
6 
5 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
3 
Physics ••••••••••••••• 2 
Problems o:f Democracy. 2 
Algebra II •••••••••••• 2 
Plane Geometry •••••••• 2 
Bookkeeping ••••••••••• 2 
Shorthand ••••••••••••• 2 
Chemistry ••••••••••••• ~ 
General Mathematics •• • 1 
Industrial Arts ••••••• 1 
English ••••••••••••••• 1 
Tota~ •••••........•• 
II 
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A comparison of Tables 16 and 23 will show the wide 
span between the subjects considered most valuable and the 
subjects considered of least value to the graduates. 
Table 23. Subjects of Least Value to All Graduates 
Included in This Study 
Subjects of Least Fre- Subjects of Least 
Value to All quency Value to All 
( 1) ( 2) ( 1) 
World History •••••••••• 18 Algebra_ II •••••••••••• 
Physical Education ••••• 17 Chemistry ••••••••••••• 
Algebra I • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 17 Bookkeeping ••••••••••• 
Biology •••••••••••••••• 16 Home Economics •••••••• 
Music •••••••••••••••••• 15 Problems of Democracy. 
General Science •••••••• , 15 I Industrial Arts ••••••• 
United States History •• 14 General Mathematics ••• 
Latin •••••••••••••••••• 13 English••••••••••••••• 
Plane Geometry ••••••••• 13 Shorthand ••••••••••••• 
French ••••••••••••••••• j 11 Review Mathematics •••• 
Art •••••••••••••••••••• 
1 
10 
Physics •••••••••••••••• 10 Total ••••••••••••••• 
Typewriting •••••••••••• 9 
Fre-
quency 
( 2) 
9 
8 
7 
7 
7 
5 
4 
2 
2 
1 
1230 
As a whole, graduates' evaluations of high school 
subjects indicate that from their viewpoint the majority 
of courses included in the program of studies are of value. 
Types of schools attended by graduates_._-- The types of 
schools attended by the graduates included in this study 
• 
are listed in Table 24. According to this table; four-year 
colleges attracted the greatest number of graduates, while 
two-year commercial colleges came next. 
The data presented in this table prove that the large 
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majority of graduates included in this study, sixty out of 
si:Kty-eight, attended some type of school after graduation. 
Several students have attended two or more schools; 
several did not complete the schools attended; and severa~ 
did not continue their education until one or more years 
after graduation. Whether this was due to a lack of 
finances or a lack of interest is not confirmed by the 
statistics as reported. 
Table ~4. Types of Schools Attended by Graduates Included 
in This Study Arranged in Order of Frequency 
Schools Attended Year Total 
l.948 1949 1950 l.95l J-952 1953 
{1) (2) (~} (4} (5} {6) (7) (8) 
4•year college or l university ••••••••••• 2 6 4 3 3 2 20 
2-Yea.r commercial ! 
college •••••••••••••• 
-
I 
- -
3 4 ~ 9 
Preparatory school ••••• l I 1 - - - 4 6 Nursing school ••••••••• 2 
-
~ 
-
2 
-
6 
2•year technical l school ••••••••••••••• 1 l 
- -
2 2 6 
State teachers' I 
collegs •••••••••••••• 
-
I 
l 2 
-
l l 5 
2-year jun1or 
colle·ge •••••••••••••• 1 2 
- - -
l 4 
5-year tecbn1eal I 
college •••••••••••••• l 
- - -
l 2 4 
Total •••••••••••••••• ·s ll 8 6 ~~ J:4 60 
Several students indicated by their answers to section y 
IV, Guidance Services, that they were interested in 
1/See Appendix D 
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sc:holarship information. This might indicate that the 
reason for leaving, or not attending school sooner, was 
:financial. 
Tbe writer feels that a working guidance program would 
have helped the students find their field of interest soonen 
The data as reported in Table 25 would probably 
indicate that either the school does not have much influence 
on the students, or that they have :felt it necessary to 
depend on themselves, or go outside the school far 
information concerning their decision to continue their 
education beyond high school. 
Table 25. :Most In.fluential in Making the Deeiaion to 
Continue Education Beyond High School Arranged 
in Order of Frequency 
Most Inrluential Year Total 
1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 II9o~ 
(l) (~) (3) (4} T5l (6} ('7) (~ 
OWn desire .for 
.further education •••• 5 7 4 3 10 11 40 
Parents •••••••••••••• 3 4 1 4 4 8 24 
Teacher •••••••••••••• 
-
1 ~ 4 3 3 13 
:Friends •••••••••••••• 3 2 1 1 3 2 12 
Work experience •••••• 1 1 1 2 1 3 9 
School principal ••••• 2 1 
- -
2 1 6 
Military experience •• 
-
2 
-
l 
- -
3 
Tota2 •••••••••••••• 14 18 9 16 2~ ~8 ~07 
The majority of' graduates answering the question from 
which these data were taken checked more than one item. 
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Table 25 shows, quite obviously, the need for an 
organized guidance program. . Only nineteen graduates were 
partially influenced by the school in their. decision to 
continue their education. The writer woul·d like to state 
here that this is not meant as criticism of the faculty, 
as the writer is well aware of the teacher-load carried, 
in their fields and outside their. fields, by both the 
teachers and the principal. It is apparent, however, 
that when this table is analyzed, the incidental guidance 
now offered at Topsfield High School is not adequate to 
meet the needs of the students • . 
3. Vocational Information 
Importance.-- The modern school has a responsibility 
toward its students that is of recent origin.. That 
responsibility is the imparting of vocational information 
to the students in such a way that they will be aided in 
making a wise occupational choice, consistent with their 
interests, aptitudes, and abilities. 
It is the feeling of the writer that many of the 
graduates at Topsfield have chosen their life work through 
the trial and error method. A ·.course in vocations and 
occupations would, in all probability, shorten the time 
required to make a wise choice and, at the same time, steer 
the students toward those fields that best fit their 
abilities. 
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Present occupational status of graduates.-- Table 26 
shows the occupational status, at the time of this study, 
of the sixty-eight graduates included in the survey. 
It is interesting to note that only nine of the 
graduates checked 11at home" for occupational status. Of 
those nine, eight were married and were housewives. The 
other graduate who checked ttat home" was a former navy man 
who had just arrived home and was going to take a rest 
before seeking employment. 
Table 26. Present Occupational Status of Graduates 
Included in This Study Arranged in Order 
of Frequency 
Occupational Status Year 
1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 195-.z 
( 1) ( 2) Ul _ll+-) (5) .(6) (7 
Working full-time •••• 3 8 3 4 3 5 
Going to School •••••• - 1 2 2 7 10 
At home ••••••••••• • •• 3 1 2 1 2 -
In armed forces •••••• 1 - - 3 3 1 
Working part-time • ••• 1 1 1 
- - -
Total •••••••••••••• 8 11 8 10 15 16 
Table 27 lists eight method-s of securing jobs. 
Total 
(8} 
26 
22 
9 
8 
3 
68 
Analysis of this table indicat es that the majority of the 
thirty-nine graduates who reported on this question are 
working at jobs for which they personally a pplied. 
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Table 27. Methods Used by 39 Graduates irrSecuring 
Jobs Arranged in- Order of Frequency 
Methods Used in Fre- Methods Used in Fre-
Securing Jobs quency Securing Jobs quency 
( 1) { 2} ( 1} _( 2) 
Personal application •• 19 Civil Service •••••• ~ 2 
Friends and relatives. 6 Through the high 
Private employment school •••••••••••• 
-
agency •••••••••••••• 6 United States 
Parents ••••••••••••••• 3 employment agency, -
Newspaper ~-advertisement ••••••• 3 Total ••••••••••••• 
It is interesting to note that the high school was 
not instrumental in securing a job for any of the 
graduates who reported on this question. As of September 
1, 1954, the State of Massachusetts will require all 
guidance people working in public schools to have a 
course in placement. _ This seems to indicate that the 
State is aware of the need for placement in the high 
school, both part-time and full-time. It also implies 
that the State feels that the high school has a 
responsibility toward students after graduation. 
OccuEational choices of graduates.-- Table 28 shows 
the present occupational choices of the graduates included 
in this study. 
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Tab~e 28. Present Occupational Choicee of Graduates 
Included in This Study 
Occupational. 
Choices 
(lJ 
Fre-
lquency 
Housewife •••••••••••••• 8 
Bookkeeper ••••••••••••• 2 
Secretary •••••••••••••• 2 
General Office Manager. 2 
~asistant Bookkeeper ••• ~ 
Pub~ic Relations Work.. 1 
Office Manager ••••••••• ~ 
Accounting ••••••••••••• 2 
Recep~1on1st-typist.... l 
Sa~esman and General 
Manage:t•... • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
Selling and installing. l 
Collection assistant ••• l 
Ass•t. 4-H County Agent 1 
Nursing •••••••••••••••• l 
Substitute teaching •••• 2 
Child care and private 
duty {part-time) ••••• 1 
Student and teacher 
of piano ••••••••••••• 1 
Occupatiana~ 
Choicee 
llJ 
Remedial Reading 
IFre-
lguency 
Teacher ••••••••••••• l 
Acting and part-time 
modeling •••••••••••• 1 
Mechanical work ••••••• 2 
Telephone ina taller. • • l 
Radio repairman ••••••• 1 
Farming............... l 
Flight engineer ••••••• 2 
Tester (electrical ) ••• 2 
Aircraft woodworker ••• l 
Toymaker-supervisor ••• 1 
Truckdriver-part 
owner. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
Radar and electronics. 
(USAF). • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
Co-operative work 
(part-time) ••••••••• 1 
Carpenters Helper 
(part-time) ••••••••• l 
Total ••••••••••••••• 46 
An analysis of Table ~8 shows that the graduates 
included in t~s study are in a wide variety of occupations. ' 
The largest groups are in the clerical and sales fields. 
4. Guidance Services 
Importance.-- The writer had a two-rold purpose in 
including the section called guidance serv:tcas in the 
inqu~y form; 1) to show the need or a guidance program at 
Topsfield High School, and 2) that it might stimulate ftthe 
powers that be 11 to init:1ate a guidance program. Because 
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the graduates had never experienced the advantages or an 
organized guidance program, the writer defined the terms 
guidance and counseling on the inquiry form as follows: 
Guidance - .lUl organized service designed to g1 ve 
systematic aid to pupils in making 
adjustments to various types or problems 
w~ch they must meet - personal, 
educational, vocational, health, moral, 
social, and civic. 
Counseling-A person to person relationship in which 
a student is assisted in discovering his 
own assets and limitations so that he may 
be helped to make choices and adjustments 
that will contribute most to hie success, 
present and future. 
Guidance areas thOUgh'& to be heli?ful.-- The graduates 
were first asked to express themselves concerning the 
guidance areas in which they felt they could have received 
assistance while students at Topsfield High School. The 
data compiled in Table ~9 are the results of that question. 
Table 29. Graduates' Opinions Concerning the Guidance 
Areas in Which They Could Have Receivea 
Assistance Arranged in Order of Frequency 
Guidance Areas ~umber of Responses 
(1) 
Planning your post-high school 
educational training ••••••••••••• 
Planning your high school 
educational program •••••••••••••• 
Vocational information ••••••••••••• 
Testing and self-evaluation •••••••• 
Job placement services ••••••••••••• 
So~v1ng personal proolems •••••••••• 
Tota1 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
44 
~8 
37 
36 
17 
15 
187 
42 
The greatest need for these graduates existed in the 
areas of planning their post-high school educational 
training and planning their high school educational program. 
Table 32 bears out this need for assistance in planning 
their high school program. This table shows a definite 
need for an occupational class which could give systematic· 
assistance to students through the dissemination of 
vocational information. The fewest number of responses 
c.ame in the area of solving personal problems. Possibly 
the graduates did not realize that this is one of the 
important functions of a guidance program and felt that .. 
the solving of personal problems belonged elsewhere. It is 
possible that they felt hesitant in- admitting that they 
had pr oblems which they needed assistance in solving. 
Graduates' opinions concerning a guidance person.-- It 
was a matter of interest to the writer to find out if the 
graduates felt that a guidance person, part-time or full-
time, would be beneficial to the students at Topsfield High 
School. Table 20 gives a very clear-cut picture of the 
graduates' opinions on.~ this matter. The question, that 
provided the data for this table, brought forth many-
comments from the graduates. Some wrote "definitely" after 
the checked response, while others wrote -the reasorr wh~ 
they checked "Yesn • . These comments were highly 
illuminating and of much interest to the writer. 
Table 30. Graduates' Opinions Concerning a Part-time or 
Full-time -Guidance Person·· For the Students at 
Topsfield High School 
Concerning Total 
a Guidance ~~~~~~~~~+-=~~~~~~~~~~--~~--­
Person 
YES •••••• 8 11 8 
NO ••••••• 
Total •••• 8 11 8 
9 
1 
10 
14 
1 
15 
15 
1 
65 
3 
8 
96 
4 
100 
This table indicates that an overwhelming majority 
of the graduates felt that a guidance person would be 
beneficial to the students: at Topsfield. Sixty-five of 
the sixty-eight, or ninety-six per cent, of the graduates 
answering the inquiry form, answered in the affirmative, 
with only three giving a negative answer. Two of those 
answering in the negative expressed interest but wanted 
to know. more about guidance.. Only one gave an unqualified 
11 nou and, at the same time, . gave his reasons. 
GUidance areas beneficial to present students .• -- Table 
31 indicates the guidance areas that the graduates thought 
would be beneficial to the students at Topsfield High 
School. 
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Table 31. Guidance Areas Thought by Graduates to be 
Beneficial for Students at Topsfield 
Arranged in Order of Frequency 
Beneficial Guidance 
Areas 
Number of 
!Responses 
.(1) {2 J 
Providing Occupational 
In.f ormation • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 56 
Providing Educational 
Inf orl118. t ion ••.•.••••...•••..•••••• 
Testing and evaluating abilities, 
aptitudes, and interests •••••••••• 
Providing counceling services ••••••• 
Providing scholarship 
information ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Providing job placement 
54 
51 
42 
39 
services.......................... 32 
Total.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 274 
When a guidance program is initiated, there must be a 
starting point, that is to say, that a guidance program 
should be based upon the services offered within the school 
system. This question was asked with that thought in mind. 
~ gra~uates' responses indicated that they felt that all 
areas mentioned were of importance and would be beneficial 
to the students at Topsfield. An analysis of the data 
presented in Table 31 is significant because the graduates 
included in this study are still close to their high school 
days. Combine this tact with the experiences they have had 
since graduating, and the responses as indicated in Table 31 
take an added importance. 
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Specif'ic guidance areas thOUght to be helpful.-- The 
question that produced the data used in Table 32 was an 
attempt on the part of the writer to find out if any problem 
was oeculiar to Topsfield High School Graduates. Such 
information might be or value in helping those now attending 
Topsfield High School. 
Table 32. Graduates• Opinions Concerning Specific Guidance 
Areas in Which They Could Have Received 
Assistance Arrange4 in Order of .Freqaency 
Specific Guidance 
Al'eas 
(1) 
Information concerning 
occupational oppor-
tunities and require-
Fre-
Qlency 
ments... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 46 
Tests to determine apti-
tudes, interests, and 
abilities ••••••••••••• 42 
Choice of courses and 
su.bjects.. •• • • • • ••• • •• 40 
Infor.mation concerning 
educational oppor-
tunities.aud re quire-
menta................. 37 
Study habits •••••••••••• ~1 
Informationconeerning 
scholarships, loan 
funds, ano. other 
educational benefits.. 26 
Specific Guidance 
Areas 
Placement in part-time 
Fre-
quency 
j_~)_ 
and vacation jobs •••• ~ 16 
Personality adjustment 1~ 
Learning problems..... 11 
Financial problems.. • • • 9 
Underachieving in 
school subjects....... 8 
Social adjustment...... 8 
Home and environmental 
problems •••••••• .-..... 8 
Leisure time 
activities............ 4 
Adjustment to school j 
. situation............. 4 
Total...... . . • • • • • • • • 196 
The data presented · in Table 32, taken in conjunction 
with that contained in Table 2~, indicate that the graduates 
who are included in this study definitely needed assistance 
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' 
in_educational and occupational opportunities and 
requirements, as well as in vocational information, and 
in testing and self-evaluation. 
The writer wishes to state that the section called 
Guidance Services in the inquiry form, sent to all 
graduates included in this study, was hypothetical as 
Topsfield High School has never had a guidance program. 
It is hoped that the reader will bear in mind that the 
responses to the section, as sho\rn in Tables 29 through 
32, are also hypothetical responses. This should not 
detract from the significance of the responses but could 
serve as a very, firm foundation for the initiating of a 
guidance program. Guidance has proven worthwlule in many 
school systems, and the administration should be cognizant 
of the need at Topsfield High School. 
The graduates' responses to this section were very 
gratifying. The comments at the end were of interest and 
help to the writer. 
Graduates' suggestiona and opinions.-- The last item 
on the inquiry form requested opinions or suggestions for 
improvement that could provide a better program of studies 
for Topsfield High School. Table 33 shows the results of 
this request: new subjects which could be a dded to the 
curricula, old subjects revamped to include broader fields 
of experience, and general comments concerning preparation. 
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The graduates were very generous with their suggestions, 
' 
which are tabulated according to frequency. 
Table 33. Graduates• Suggestions and Opinions for 
Improvement 
Suggestions and Opinions 
1 
GUIDANCE AREA: 
Fre-
quency 
A guidance program............................... 6 
A guidance counselor............................. 2 
Job . placement ••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••• 1 
Graduates speak in assembly •••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
Help and encourage former students ••••••••••••••• 1 
How to deal with people when out on a job •••••••• 1 
A testing program •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
Have outside speakers............................ 1 
Help student to understand self.................. 1 
GENERAL PREPARATION: 
Have mid-year and final exams.................... 2 
Emphasize note-taking •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 
Teach how to pick out important material ••••••••• 4 
Help improve study habits •••••••••••••••••••••••• 5 
Panel discussions•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
Research projects and reports •••••••••••••••••••• 1 
Group work. • • • • • . . . • • • • . . • • • • • . • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
More opportunities for reasoning by_. students..... 1 
How to budget time............................... 1 
Teach for understanding of subject............... 1 
More work for advanced students •••••••••••••••••• 1 
More classes where you can use your hands •••••••• 1 
GENERAL: 
Music appreciation••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
Advanced art••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
Improvement of the art course •••••••••••••••••••• 1 
Dramatics........................... . ............. 1 
Driving course••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 3 
First aid•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 
Full course in machine and machine design 
drawing.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • 1 
More class trips ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 
( continued on next page)-
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Table 33. (continued) 
Suggestions and Opinions Fre-
nuencv 
___________ IQ. ___________ : :~:_:_- : __ -_. __ -__ ·---~r~~~~ 
More physical education classes ••••••••••••••••• l 
Subjects taught consecutive, not 
alternate, years ................................ 3 
More extensive home economics course •••••••••••• 1 
Opportunity to choose from other courses •••••••• 1 
Shop- wider variety of trades •••••••••••••••••• 1 
Teachers firmer in grading students • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
CURRICULA AREA: 
English 
Emphasize grannne.r •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
More writing of themes, essays, 
and compositions •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Pu.blic speaking and more oral work ............. . 
'Elnphas ize vooa·bulary ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
De bating • ....................... . ..•••••••....• 
Spelling • •......•.........................•...• 
Stress punctuation ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Background reading for college preparation ••••• 
A general tightening up of the English 
COlli'SeS. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Languages 
Spanish • •••.•••••.•••...•..•..•...••••.•.••..•• 
Latin replaced by German or Spanish ............ . 
French-more e~phasis on grammar •••••••••••••••• 
French-speaking stressed ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Spanish taught with Latin and }~ench ••••••••••• 
Commerical subjects 
Office practice-business machines •••••••••••••• 
Shortl~nd stressed ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Shorthand-more speed drill ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Shorthand for college preparatory •••••••••••••• 
Typing-more speed drill •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Typing and bookkeeping in college course ••••••• 
Typing-more practice for perfection •••••••••••• 
Co-operative work program for 
secretarial training •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Social Sciencee 
More modern his t ory •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
History-teach for broader concepts ••••••••••••• 
History-inwrove interest ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Soc1olog"3'" • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Economics instead of w:>rld history ••••••••••••• 
(conclud~d on next page) 
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2 
1 
2 
1 
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l 
1 
1 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
l 
l 
l. 
1 
1 
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Table 33. (concluded) 
Suggestions and Opinions 
::::: 
Sciences 
Fre• 
quency 
(~) 
Physic S'-more experiments 1 leas theory. • • • • • • • • 1 
Facilities for physics and chemistry 
be broadened ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• l 
Physics-more laboratory equipment ••••••••••••• 1 
In physics and mathematics courses-an 
application of subject to everyday life •••••• l 
Stress such courses as chemistry, 
mathematics, and physics ••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
A general tightening up of the advanced 
sciences and mathematics courses ••••••••••••• 1 
Offer a college chemistry course 'll1 th the 
general chemistry course now offered ••••••••• l 
Biology-general laboratory classes 
once a week.. . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
Of .fer Solid Geometry. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
Mathematics-improve methods of teaching ••••••• l 
More complete mathematics courses............. 1 
Total ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 134 
An analysis of Table 33 will show that the graduates 
took the opportunity to make comments in many areas not 
directly related to the question asked. The majority of' 
these comments have been included in the table as the 
writer thought they might be of interest to the reader. 
The majority of graduates made comments; many filled the 
complete page, and others even continued their remarks 
on the back. Many ended their comments with a wish for 
the writer's success in the project and a word of' 
appreciation for being included in the study. 
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The majority of suggestions and opinions concerned 
the curricula area. Further study of the table will show 
that many of the suggestions involved some aspect of the 
English courses. Some of the suggestions reported in this 
table have been incorporated into the English course since 
the graduation of the students included in this study. 
The other areas of suggestion refer to either 
particular subjects or to general school conditions. A . 
study of Table 33 by the teachers of the various subjects 
might prove helpful in their future planning. 
1~011 Ufl ·~ .~ tty 
Schoo1 of E~fOn 
Library 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
As was stated in Chapter I, tbe purpose of this study 
was to determine to what extent Topsfield High School met 
the needs of its graduates and to determine tbe changes 
which should be made to improve tbe present curricula and 
the incidental guidance services now ofrerea. 
The inquiry form method of contacting the graduates 
of the six classes included in this study was used. The 
final revision of the inquiry form included four major 
divisions entitled General Information, Educational 
Information, Vocational Information, and Guidance Services. 
Findings of the General Information section have not been 
included in this study as they were not considered 
necessary in the overall picture desired. On March 16, 1954~ 
eighty-one questionnaires were sent out to all graduates 
of the six classes' included in this study. A total of 
sixty-eight questionnaires was returned, or eighty-four 
per cent of those originally sent out. 
1. Findings and Recommendations 
Concerning Educational Information 
Findings.-- The following list give-,s pertinent 
information received from the graduates under the 
Educational Information section of the inquiry form: 
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1. Sixty per cent of the graduates chose a nan-college 
curriculum. 
2. More graduates in the last three years included in 
the study chose a non-college curriculum than in 
the preceding three years. 
3. Eighty-five per cent found the curriculum followed 
of some value. 
4. Co~rcial subjects {Shorthand, Typewriting, Book-
keeping) would have been useful. for thirty-six of 
the forty-six gradua tea report.ing. 
5. More commercial practice is necessary, i.e., use 
of business machines, orfice practice, etc. 
s. The majority of graduates included in this study 
received help from no one or from some outside 
source in making a choice of their ~gh school 
curricula. 
7. Seventy-one per cent of the graduates considered 
that the following subjects, which they did not 
take while at Topsfield High School, would have 
been useful to them: Shorthand, Typewriting, 
Chemistry, Physics, Bookkeeping, and French. 
a. Forty-seven per cent of the graduates felt that 
Trigonometry, Spanish, and Solid Geometry would 
have been useful if they bad been offered. 
9. Subjects of greatest value to the graduates were 
English, Problems of ~mocracy, Typewriting, 
General Mathematics, United States History, 
Algebra I, and General Science. 
10. Subjects considered of least value were World 
History, Physical Education, Algebra I, Biology. 
Music, and General Science. 
11. Fifty-one per cent of the graduates attended a 
commercial school or a college or university after 
high school. 
12. The majority of graduates were influenced by their 
parents or by their awn desire for further 
e~cation in making the decision to continue their 
education after high school. 
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Recommendations.-- The following recommendations are 
made concerning the educational program at Topsfield High 
School: 
1. Because a large number of graduates chose the 
non-college curricula during the last three years 
covered by this survey, attention should be given 
to a revision of these courses to allow for more 
profitable experiences. 
2. An effort should be made to allow those students 
who want, and need, to take subjects from other 
courses to do so, e.g., typing for college students. 
3 • .An effort should be made to help students with 
their choice of a curriculum. 
4. Greater emphasis should be placed on punctuation, 
spelling and grammar. 
2. Findings and Recommendations Concerning 
Vocational Information 
Findings.-- Information received from the graduates 
under the Vocational Information section of the inquiry 
form indicate the following: 
1. Thirty-two per cent of the graduates were attending 
some type of school at the time o:f this study. 
2. Thirty-eight per cent of the graduates were working 
full-time. 
3. The majority of those working full-time or part-time 
secured their jobs personally. 
4. Clerical and Sales work were the major occupational 
choices o:f the graduates. 
Recommendations.-- The following recommendations are 
made concerning the vocational program at Topsfield High 
School: 
1. Because such a large percentage o:f the graduates 
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secured jobs through personal application, the 
correct manner of writing personal applications 
and the techniques of the personal interview should 
be included in the English course. 
2. A course in occupations should be introduced into 
the program of studies for all student2. 
3- A study of employer-employee relationships should 
be incorporated into one of the s·ubjects required 
for all students. 
4. Commercial subjects should include experience with 
business machines. 
3. Findings and Recommendations Concerning 
Guidance Services 
Findings.-- Information received from the graduates 
under the Guidance Services section indicate the following: 
1. The guidance areas in which the graduates could 
have received assistance wera: planning post-high 
school educational training, vocational information, 
testing and self-evaluation, job placement, and 
solving personal problems. 
2. Ninety-six per cent, or sixty-five out of sixty-
eight graduates, felt that a guidance person, part-
time or full-time, would be beneficial to the 
students at Topsfield High School. 
3. The guidance areas which the graduates felt would 
be beneficial for students at Topsfield were: 
providing occupational information, providing 
educational information, testing and evaluating 
abilities, aptitudes, and interests, providing 
couneeling services, providing scholarship 
information, and providing job placement services. 
4. The specific guidance areas in which the graduates 
felt they needed assistance while in high school 
were: information concerning occupational 
opportunities a~d requirements, testa to determine 
aptitudes, interests and abilities, choice of 
courses and subjects, and information concerning 
educational opportunities and requirements. 
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Recommendations.-- The following recommendations are 
made concerning the Guidance Services section of the 
inquiry form. 
1. An organized guidance program should become an 
integrated part of the Topsfield school system. 
2. A part•time or full-time guidance director should 
be hired or the services of a qualified school 
counselor obtained. 
3. An occupational course should be offered to all 
students. 
4. Special assistance should be given to those 
students who plan on attending some school after 
high school. 
5. A good testing program should be initiated. 
6. Special assistance should be given to student~ 
in making their choice of courses and subjects. 
7. An oecupa tional library should be set up and 
made available to the students. 
4. Limitations of the Study 
In making any single survey which attempts to bring 
together a great deal of information, evaluate it, and 
draw conclusions from it, the possibility ot overlooking 
some things of major importance must be recognized. In 
this particular survey, there are some noticeable defect~ 
which might have had an affect on the information presented 
and the conc~usions drawn. 
1. The .returns from more recently graduated students 
were greater than from the earlier class.es. 
~. A single follow-up study furnishes much 
information, but the information must be 
continually revised and replaced to be considered 
valid. One follow-up should not serve as the 
basis of information over a long period of time. 
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3. This is the first follow-up study done at Topsfield 
High School. Most graduates had not bad the 
experience of evaluating their high school 
education. In this particular study, the writer 
felt that the gradua tea who answered the 
questionnaire gave careful thought to their replies. 
The validity of the study was not affected in that 
respect. 
4. A serious limitation or this survey is that those 
students who did not finish their high school 
education at Topsfield, or those atudents who 
dropped out of high school before graduation, were 
not contacted and, therefore, did not have an 
opportunity to express their opinion. 
5. Probably the most serious l~itation of this survey 
is the small number of participants. Although 
six graduating classes were included and it was 
felt by the writer that this would serve as a good 
cross-section of recent graduates, the number is 
still small and would probably affect the validity 
of the survey. 
5. General Recommendations 
In view of the responses made by the graduates in the 
questionnaire and the suggestions advanced by them on the 
last page provided in the questionnaire, the following 
general recommendations are offered for study and 
consideration by the school administration. 
1. An organized guidance program, with either a full• 
time, or at least a part-time, guidance director 
or guidance counselor in charge, would be of great 
help and would form a good central a ource of 
reference and assistance for the students' needs • 
.. 
~. Because Topsfield High School is small and the 
added expense of hiring a guidance person is 
probably prohibitive at this time, it is suggested 
that consideration be given to the following 
proposals: l) relieve the high school principal of 
his teaching .duties so he will have time during the 
day to discuss and advise students concerning 
their choice of a high school program of studies,. 
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2) designate some person witldn the schoo~ system 
to be responsible for giving of information and 
aid to those students who want and need advice 
concerning further education after high school. 
3. Because so many of the graduates followed up their 
high school education with further training, a 
course in practical methods of study, incorporated 
within the English courses, might be of great 
benefit. 
4. Since many of the graduates entered the business 
world as secretaries or office-workers, the purchase 
of one or more of those business machines in common 
use should be considered. 
5. An organized system of follow-up studies, with the 
faculty and student body participating, would prove 
valuable. A simplified form of the questionnaire 
used in this study could be utilized. 
6. Arrangements should be made in the future so that 
not only graduates, but also all drop-outs, would 
be contacted. 
'7. Particular consideration should be given to the 
suggestions advanced by the graduates. Many of the 
suggested activities might be incorporated in the 
English courses, e.g., public speaking and 
debating. 
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Du. Th"~ follc-r;t .. ~g tc· la co.nt.$..1u~J ·· list o ,, the subj cts ffe t: 
e,t. Tops.o1eld H~ )~ S ·honl" In th ~l\;rJ.ltp-~ , at the l.af · 0f 
the subJect ... 1a.tnesl.' pleas~ ch ck x1 ths subJeeta ·n ~ ch y· · 
took while you ·~.·r~ra 1n higl"' soh ·ole ~.!:.ease ehec ·· (a) .... J'.! :..e> 
subjects which you feel ( Oolu."iln I) 'tave been of gree;teat. yaJi..~c 
to you; (Column !I) have been of least value to you ; (CoJ.v.ma 
III) you wished you had t~ken 
COLUMN 
II 
·~=------~·- .......... -:- . ..>~~-_, ....... - • 
·=------=--=-=-=~--·--= ""'~-..,.-=,--,__._ ---·~- ' 
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E. at •.: op fl.:.. 
l ... ;T· .t. . u&:;eat.ions cs.n you gl~c., t.he.t migl:1t !rn.pro e t.he aotr~- s 
·:,lf~erett ~.,t Topsfield H ... gh.i: ~nd u1 th wh oh you co.me · n con:tac 
;h~.a..le a ,. tt.~aent then? 
SUBJECT 
~ "'r'lo.U~~~,::-~~~.:::,.~.e.rtl" 'tft " ltlll"~~~f'&~~---~-e;s,~~~:l _ ... 
-- ·~~ ~~.,..........-~ ~T.....,.__. __ ......., ."':"'.... ..... -~ ............ 
•-.:.. • .u.o ·.e. ... ~.~-..w-~~-~~• ~'t: o:-r:~m·............._~~~---=-~:;11::""~ ·• 
._.. '!""..-::: 's:- ·- ~ -~ ~ - --~~...-....... ttftL . ~...,_ 
.. ..._,_ ..... -- .• ::::.:r-:...:r.•:·_.._..._.,.~---- --~"ftlllllw.S.."'".!:~~~----
c:;. .. 1, :t. subject.a 0 o:fi"e:A:'-ed t T.op~f'1ald H1e-~, might. ycu hav- t~ n 
.:.t +,he coul"D~ which you erC.udloo .h9Jd &llowed ~nora of' a cho1c ? 
L, Uhe .. t. achools.ti co11ag a~ or bu.rd.n.ea3 schoo1a hav you a-ttended 
0!' are no a tt..e:nd1ng? 
l~~..E OF SOHOOJ~ L:~"'i;l~G'£H OF 
COURSE 
~.HEN 
COMFLEirED 
DI£GREE 
... , 1'ihich or thos J,1stad bel 'f&rQ most 1ntlusnt.1al in your 
lzl~tking t.he dac1alon t.o cont~.nue your educa:~ion yond h1.gh 
sc:r.~ool? 
( ) Parents ~ ~ School Pr1nc1pal ~. ) Your own dee3.re- for M111t.ary experiences 
further eduaat on ( Wor•k e:xper1.ence 
( } li'r1enda ( Others~ 
I ) A teacher 
' 
II~~ Vocat~onal !n£orm&t1on 
A.> .iha't are you do,.ng at the present. ·t.1J:ne 1 
, ~) At :t_on:te ) Going ~o achoo~ 
· In th U., So A med Forces 
vlorking tul..l time 
\for..ting pa.rt time 
Other& -------- -
• 
• 
I:} . .., Yoce.t1 on~.·.l Information ( cont.inued.) 62 
Bo . If you. checked. any of the las-'" four 1 tems, would you ple s 
give a brief summar.y of your apec1tio duties? 
------------------------~---~----·-·-----------· ---~----_, ________ ~;zs:rr: ....... ·~··__. .......... ~.:; ..... _______ _ 
------------------ ------~-~·----~ 
c., How did yo1.1 secure youz~ Job? l?leass check., 
~ ) Through the high school ( ~ Newspaper advertisE:ment, ) Friends or relatives ( Personal appl1cat1on ( ! Parents ( ) Civ11 Ser'Vice ~ U.s.,. Employment. Agency ( ) Other: Please expla1n Pr1v~~e Employment Agency ~ 
Do Will you llst the jobs you have held for ninety (90) d·~ 
or mo s1nce you graduated f1~ high achool 0 inc uding t~~ 
u .. s ... Armed Services? 
KIND OF 
BUSINEi~S 
NAME OF 
·youR t'IORK 
I..ENGTH Q"'i' 
TIME 
~--~~; ~ . .:· 
----·-· I I...,.·- -------~1:-·---= ... =--~- = . :== I :;:=:-:L:_..:_~ __ _j_-_. ____ ._. """"' ...
--(.,- "J'i = t'""r" ' • I ' ' j ' 1 >,.....,.., • ,-.. • cL ... ~.-----=>o.., ... ~r,· h(•t J16 [)1'1 ./ r ,rrt/ ' / --~· 
£~T ,. Gu:!.dance Services 
Guidanc - An organized service desigr~d to give sys~sma 1c· 
a1d to pupils 1n mak1Dg adJustments to arioua 
types of problems <tfhioh they mumt mee't .., ~ r onel, 
educe.tio:nal8 voce..t1onal, heal·~h morale> aoc1al aDd 
civic~~~ 
Counseling = A person to person relationship 1n which a studen~ 
1s &ssisted 1n discovering his own assets Dd 
11m1t.at1ons so that he may be helped 'to meke cho1c ... 
and adjustments that will contribut· most ~o h~s 
success~ present and ruturso 
A~ .It Topsfield High SChool had a f ormal Guidance Program, in 
which of' the guidance areas do you :reel you coul.d have ;re ... 
ce1 ed ass1s~ance? Check as manw as you deem necesaar,ro 
( ) Sol v1ng personal problema 
~ ) Planning your high school ed.ucat1o:oal program 
\ ) Planning your post~h1gh school educational tra1n1ng ( ):Testing and se~r.-evalua~1on 
~ ) Voc tiona.l 1n:fonnat~1on 
·) J oo placement. services 
( ) Others~----=--=------------==-------
• 
1. .. , '1:L' c'L :: SeJ•v1cas ( CO!ltirJUed) 
' G' (I. • · hl)m did you re~e .. ;we counse l ing 1n ehooslog y~ur 1. s 
1 Fr•.:mrl· 
.igh 110 1 taa~he~ 
( ) Pr1no1pal ot hi.g.."'l ;;oh ;)1 
( ) Yoa ( .) r~o 
,. r.' ~ae following a ro sooe of the aar.v1ce Guidanc P g . ·wo, · d 
u · ·'Gr.o If j ' ou ha e a.nsw l~d Xstg to the above quest1on wo 1· _ 
:f r. u p ~a check s:n.y of the tollow1ns 1 tems t t. you . ould eo~ 
... :.de ben t1cr1al to the studen"f,a at. Topsfield H!gh SeiA.oo~ ,, 
I . 
-orcvieting oecupa.'t1ona.l 3.ntorma ion 
·, 
-..I ov 1d:.ng duc~:t-1o_.: .1. in:torrca ··.ion 
:?rov1d1;og Job~placemen~ sertl'1ces 
J' 
'· IrfJV!d~ ng COllll(t;r;;tl5..Z1f) e .. r; 1C..tiS 
' ' f ) P.rov!ding schoJ.!'.rship 1nformat1on J ) r:-:ea·ti a.nd - u!lti.ne . b111t1es, t t,.ude ~ v.d int.e t 
K, ·,ih~?n yrn.. ua in high .,ch.col wh,.ch ot the fo low1ne; sp c tic 
d. At:.e could a. gu1danc pers"ln hav helped JOU? 
( ) Cbo e· ot oourses aDd subJ eta 
( Adju stment to ~he school s1~ua~~on 
f Tests ~o determine ap~1tudes, interests" and abi.l1t as 
( Placement 1n part· .. t 1me &Ild vacation Jobs 
( Home and environmental problems 
Learning problem 
l Underach1ev1ng in school subjects 
( Leisure time act1v1t1es 
,. Ir~orma.t1on conesrn1ng occupational opportuni t.1es and 
requirements 
( ) Information concerning educational opportunities and 
requirement. 
( ) Study hAbits 
( ) F1n&nc1a.l problems 
{ ~ Soc1al adjustments 
~ Peraor~l1ty adJustment~ 
Informat1on concern1Dg acholarshlpa~ loan f~~ and other 
e1~1ar educa~1ona1 benef1~so 
F ~ Can Topsfield High School be o£ any serv1co to you at. t.he pr sent 
t 1me2 Ir so~ how can the school help you now? 
-------~------------------·-----------------------------------------· r- ~--~----------------------------------------------------------~----~------·--------~- -----~--------------------------------~ 
- _ _.._. - _ ,. ____ ..,~ --.....,.._ ---=--.::• ........... ~~----·--- ·-----------
-\ 
c. 4·.· · suggr-:~-· 1on~ r :qL ' r-·::s ~.-ou PF.'Y 11 :.r 
. _···•.t~ae ~ a., Topsf· .eld. a:t.f.i1h So 1001 w111 bo 
·: : :ro0ci:i:' c .:.,ubjcc ·_,... o , 1:1l.ln ths"t 1ri.•U 
• ... tJ 
·, -~ . , ~--~ r etr•esf\e/1 -. 
T·; Lc ·is Ba t.~!l.ska.Ll. 
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Dear Graduat.a. 
Appendix R 
· Top3fielil High School 
Topsfield, Mas~chuaatts 
We ar~ ma~~ng a study of fot~er students like yourselt 
1n an effort to see how well oul" high school has been se 
1ng 1nd1 vidual and coJm:num;ty need ~ You.I' help 1n filling 
out~ the enclosed form 1s very important t.o the success of' 
th.\s pl"''jent.o You can answer most of 'the question vers . 
qu1oklJ by means of a check mark or a few wordso · file 1\ll<.. ' 
:formation given \111 be treated eonf'ident.1&llJ 
·, 
' On~ bf the best ways of finding ou~. h~ s9.~1ef.ac~ory a 
h gh~aahool. program has been 1.s 'to -~s.t :former students., tie 
feel that., through ·t:.he in.fonnatio you prov1de9 ·e ' 111 be better ablG to mee~ the neede ot ys and girls still 1n 
echool.o 
All immediate r ... ply \f111 be greatly appreclatedo 
Thank you., 
S1nc~relz yo/t). ~oR~-v-
Hodne;,'a..,. Dresser 
Principal 
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Appendi x C: 66 
Topsfield Elgh Sehool 
'ra;::;si'1eld5 P.1asnaehu~ettm 
ft ~~tih 30, 1954 
Deu Graduatoe, 
A £EM weeks ago we mtdlGPd J'O\'l a survey 
qusstionnaipe 1n mn effoA-t to obt~.in in.for-
mstion t!hich might pll'Of'e help.tul to pPesent 
and prosp~t!wo · students of TopsfiGl, :aigh 
Sohool and al o ou~ g-aduateso 
The Fesponse h&s b~~n momt enem~aging 
to dat0p but we wo1.ud like to he :rrcm. G ~ 
mo~• or you. in order that o~ tud7 ma:y be 
m~ Yalu&ble~~ · 
If you cHd .!iltOt :ree•iYe a quest1on.nail"8 
~ haYe .ld.aplaoed 1t 11 w itould be Y&'i!J' h&PP7 
to •upply anothe:r- one f~ :f01lo May we do 
so? YOUlW earl,- tl'&sponse . 111 be greatly 
appreeie.tedo 
· Sinceraly ,-oura/J ~ 
~p:~;.;~ 
Louise Bo Maskell 
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GENERAL lllFOIDt~ATION 
FoFeword to Parents ~d Students: 
.~e care vi th tShleh the sGeondary cll.rr-1ou..1..um o.t th 
student is aelected i~ orten the greatest single Taeto~ in 
his t;\J,eeass in a chosen vocation or future higher £ducation ~ 
This p~~phlet is designed .to give information about the 
ehool program in orde:r that intelligent and suitable Gl e-
t.iou o~ subj~ct:s lili!:J" be .t"ae11itatf)d., It mmy be~ ddad th:-t'tz 
tn.E1 .... chool administra.tion and si;a.t'.t' &.:Pe avail.nb:.te f'o -:'ld 
arc inter-eat ad in pal'" or1al eonfer-ancaa with 9 · t-enta and 
st;ud.eu.ts t> ii f'urtha:t- counselling or guidane(!) is neeessatwy. 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
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,. OIG ~S 
'.P • :fi · d H4.gh Suao· 1 o. f :r a .... o · t ~ ~;u eu .... ·c,ru j _ 
.T1.eul .. choices ea.l":h 1-1ith V"~ iou!! tnod1:l':'..eat1o o 
_ aae:otable to the 111dividus.l1J n needs" Sex-1ous co sida:r-
cn cf ~he pupil's interest ttL. u.bili'-ies~' and native skL.l. 
r u~u b given before a ehoie(!) is ma.do, a no subj et; m 
d opped or ~hanged aft~r th beg~~ing of school in Sept~ 
~chout appro"'Tal f:,. , ,h r!.n~ .... pal., 
D c uso our el sses ar sm · 1 end · m i'lrtn1.11 : · 
f~·~ g'"~n ·· ~... f'lex1b1 1:' ty in 1 e~t ~.Ol"t ' .. 
h m in mcx y lsrge:<" school~ 1he. 1 bloek typ g 
t, 1 po11e. o Every at ,ompt is n:· de t .... e th t o. ch +u 
·. ~ .y pursue those subjects h aslocts ellleh y .rc 0:1 t.he 
g page~ th thr •) eurr:ieulum ehoi es re de:!er!bc 1n 
I 1:_ t 1-
CURRICULUM CHOICES 
_f Jh c J go P epar·a. 7 0our_ 
rln d uden· ith plan"· 0 h ghG!' 
i pr.fo- ion 1 ,h.,ice m&.y no j"f.!t b nd Th 
4- ent:lon, h e tudy ttnd i.n alle, i:u 1 t: 
· der to 0 t 1. ollege {}ertifi ~ I.o 
' 
g:r 0 
T' ii the t·ur ear_ ~~ork muat be obt ina I h 
1 ed .ha h .stud .n 1 ·h u }.'> 
8 . 0 h eptr ued en 
' 
adu .ing iT" l"Oll e 1 n d 
' 
tr 
1 in gaining c . \..: llage 
01 l ue. e · c1 nc.e--ms. .h9 ~urrl u~ 
ed dap nding 1 ge -1' upon he ·ype or natituti o~ 
~ 1~ ~nlng the ~~udent may sele,t. A c.IDb1nat1on n 
, ~ 1 p es blfl in o tar a ehedu~J will permi .. 
I 
COLLEGE PREPARATORY 
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C Cll 'iEH CIAL 
. 1 thou;::,h son e post-secondary schools of buf'inoss P.dU 
cation reeo!n:·1end o. colle~o rrera.ro.tory course l'or admission 
those students electing a corar.aercial course in .. :dr:h school 
t..r111 find· the!nselves ulth a wide choice of schools to cnoose 
fl"om. Those attaininG b. and D e;rados will be oqulppod to go 
dlrc ctly into the busines~ field. 
ddition t 4 years of Engli h 9 American History ad 
r lem Df Democracy which are required , General Bus as 
aining, Beekkeeping , J years of Typing, Stenography I 
II r Office Practice should be elected o Electives will 
up the remaiaiag units neeess ry fer graduation . 
Prerequisite to sueness in this field are the qualities 
of accuracy. neatnes~. punctuality and consr.ientious atten-
t on o detail. A certain amount o£ coordinat-3-on and the 
ability to memorize are helpful . T".ue material in thEm eounm 
is for tile .most rert cor:1pletoly new t;o the student; hence 
every assign .. 1ent :Just be ;,;1astored us it l s given. 
C0!\1.1EROIAL 
·- -- --·-- --
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.... ·:a~meeh as th~!.e £.u•a st.' dents whos·: aptit;ud<:.,::. _,:~ £ c~ 
.ie J.!l ei tr.e.~. .. the f:!.e}.ds cf ad.-..-l.nced ma~;hematics cr lan--
':.;1..1' .g,As,~~ and fu!" others · · 10 ar'e not ; nterested in f :)Ur yen ra 
~· collere-~Junior College entrance requirements u~ually 
for· onJJ grc11.tih a.L:t U .. S. His tory .~-·this se1~cti · n vhould 
·3 p.tv6n. car~ful con ideration by ;n~ny, 
.··"s t J 
J'S m..,d ~h.Jll• · l.:..~ r.on~L.o:. t0 f t~·-is. 'l'e-.h: csl S'hc-13 ('~ E. 
·n;.. o1•th, c tc ) r6a· ·· . .!.e .... 3 yoars of mnthm!lt: tics and 2 ~ 
1 scdencoe. ..n combir at c;, with t:ne electives offered, stu"' 
. e .~s ma:;r qt.tali.fy for in~t1tu .. ~ .Lon .... o.r hlgher lt;>arning which 
\:ain for careers in tn~1 stry and related fi lds O- advanced 
},c:,'d economics.. One a aer,a1n, 1 t is i.mpo tant to consult cat-· 
~.ogues issued by these schools, 
So.•nc students ho des!~~ more sce~ialized trPining ... n 
h.;, :l•!CC,tn(.iary 1 .;el may b intarested iu ~he o!.'t·e:.--~.ngs of 
Gn·. 'C.:3nex Coun~y Aericul tural School .-.:>1' th D':tverly Trode 
;::. ·~.lOCIL Foro lU!'t'i:ler details and ass1sta1!,CO m nter:1.ng thes 
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C(l.uEGE CIAL 
flequ1 ed Subjects 
Credits Credits 
5 
5 
5 
5 
1 
nee 
Ln[:,lish 
Geneta.l Business 
Training 
"!e 1 N tb 
or 
lg br 
Shop or Home Ec 
.Pr. ical Ed 
'•Eloc.T iV€8 
El t 1. 
5 Gen ~ol S~iencc 
?_ 'i'Jorold History 
"* F1•ench I t rt 
f-Jusic 
5 
5 
5 
~ 
3 2 
1 
75 
English 
Genei 1 _c n 
General ilf th 
or 
1 lg !" 
Shop or Ho c 
lhy 1c 1 !!. 
Elect l 
\vorld Hi tory 
• 'eneral Bu i.ne s 
r.r 1n1 g 
F~ench J. 
fw'usic 
r .. 
E ch Progl'8Irl •ill conai t o four .5 .. point subje ts 
,.. . . 
.97:~:!-!:~ 
,- English 10 • r~ll l ) 
~ :;. r 
·'· 
·... Gcm"!le try 
~' : ; !" .Bd" 
,. 
... : _ .. .. 
? Bookkeeping 
5 
1 
Typing I 
Physical Ed ., 
El.G..~ 
Credj.ts 
- 5 - EngJ.ish 10 
5 Shop or llome 
2t P"nys:teal Ed ~ 
1 
Ji:l!te.t .... l 
Ec 
'I • 
,,. 5' Plane Geom0· ;rg 5 Plane Geometry 
~,1~ . 5 .Algebra. I 5 Algebra T I ] .... 
5 l".ceneh ! 5 .'.:'~ench ,.. '"-· .,. 
.... ,.t f:' tnry 
' 
Biology 5 Biology 
I 21 World B:istozy ... World f.dstory :> Shop or Ho!l-,~~ · ~ 7' ,., .. 3 ·2 Boolr.keeping 1 ... 1 .... ', Art ·11· Typing I ~ 
-f M-usic Art 
!fus i ·r; 
"!l Prog:.:-am '\!.•ill ecnsist of four 5-:p:,int suJ)jects , 
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-s .... 0!mts vho elect advanced lan[;'uages must have rnA.intained a "C" 
• 1 •. 'ge or better in the preceding course in that subjecto 
SUBJECTS - GRADE 10 
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'1}..:s• 
d t mine t..h 0 en a · 1 n 
1.~- ·hem to nt r tud nte: tak a b tt of 1 
t prep red and off red by Bo ton Un .... v ~ i a 1 1n 
th ir junior year. Tn d 1t1on to tho , th 
loymen Battery 1 c.dmillstered to aen· or:~ 1. '1'1 
lts of thee te t are av 11 ble to tho d nt 
p nta for consideration" 
S1t.'1JY SUGGESTIONS 
0 Ea sure that the aseic;r. nt is el·a:r• to y 0 H 
oubt:ful points ex 1 1ned before you 1 ave th 1 
~ .:»eta ide s. reg lar t1:.:ne or hctne tu 3" ill u d 
r e f om d1 ... r ct. ion by tole hone. r aio, t 1 i .o 
y oth .,.. IOOanao 
3u Good l~ght and a tr ight-b eked cha1~ re aenti 
4. H ve at hand n c oao.ry \.erial : Nap _ 
p neil , textbooks, dictio ry. etc~ 
<. Select the lm.por .. nt top1.c of th. le on e.fo:c'e bee;in 
• i.ng to study o 
6 Review lea OIS frequently .. 
7,. PREPARE EACH I.:ESSON EVEF.Y DAYJ 
IJ.ll'ORTANT 
1o t 11ure in bAgh school can b tra: c to irrogul 
d poo tudy h bit P r n., ho· ld rec gn 
c sit r regul home tudy h u 
':ATI T 
.. 
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